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Abstract
Modern smart NICs provide little isolation between the net-
work functions belonging to different tenants. These NICs
also do not protect network functions from the datacenter-
provided management OS which runs on the smart NIC. We
describe concrete attacks which allow a network function’s
state to leak to (or be modified by) another network function
or themanagement OS.We then introduce S-NIC, a new hard-
ware design for smart NICs that provides strong isolation
guarantees. S-NIC pervasively virtualizes hardware accelera-
tors, enforces single-owner semantics for each line in on-NIC
cache and RAM, and provides dedicated bus bandwidth for
each network function. Using this design, we eliminate side
channels involving shared hardware state, and give each net-
work function the illusion of having a private smart NIC. We
show how these virtual NICs can be integrated with preex-
isting datacenter technologies for virtual LANs and trusted
host-level computations like SGX enclaves. The overall result
is that S-NIC enables strongly-isolated, NIC-accelerated data-
center applications; in these applications, network functions
and host-level code receive hardware-guaranteed isolation
from other applications and the datacenter provider.

CCS Concepts: • Security and privacy → Tamper-proof
and tamper-resistant designs; • Hardware → Network-
ing hardware; • Networks → Middle boxes / network
appliances.
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1 Introduction
In amodern distributed system, network functions (i.e., pieces
of code which manipulate packets) are critical [41, 60, 65, 69,
70, 77, 78]. Some network functions are simple, like packet
compressors, but others are complex, stateful applications
like WAN optimizers, NATs, intrusion detection systems,
and split-browser web proxies. When a distributed service
is deployed, a developer (or a function-as-a-service com-
pany [8, 88, 117, 127]) must push functions in addition to
web servers, database engines, and other software compo-
nents.

Traditionally, datacenter tenants execute functions inside
of virtual machines, relying on the hypervisor to isolate a
function from other VMs [54, 80, 100, 124]. However, a func-
tion’s code and data are still accessible to the hypervisor
itself; this is unattractive if tenants do not trust the data-
center operator, e.g., because functions manipulate keys for
encrypted traffic that should be hidden from the datacenter
operator [64, 98, 108]. Running a function as an SGX enclave
within a VM [98] offers weak protection against hypervisor
snooping due to well-known side channel vulnerabilities in
SGX hardware [18, 21, 46, 118].

Recently, “smart” NICs [41, 76, 78, 97] have introduced an
alternative deployment model. A smart NIC uses a system-
on-a-chip design, aggregating general-purpose cores as well
as hardware accelerators that optimize common networking
tasks like TCP checksumming. A server can offload a func-
tion to a smart NIC, allowing the function to compute on
packets directly, via cores and accelerators on the same die as
NIC packet buffers. Smart NICs typically contain RISC cores
that have lower capital costs and power consumptions than
x86 server cores. Thus, offloading functions from server cores
to a smart NIC can greatly reduce a datacenter provider’s
total-cost-of-ownership (TCO) [68]. For many functions, of-
floading also improves performance [60, 69, 70, 77]. For exam-
ple, a function might contain a task that runs faster on a NIC
accelerator than a host-level x86 core. Offloading can also
improve function performance by avoiding PCIe latencies
that would otherwise be incurred by transferring packets
between on-NIC RAM and host RAM. Because of these cost
and performance advantages, major datacenter operators
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like Microsoft and Baidu have already started to migrate
functions to smart NICs [45, 68]. Application developers
have also started to offload a variety of work to smart NICs,
including data caching [77], transaction ordering [69], and
distributed consensus protocols [60, 70].
Unfortunately, commodity smart NICs provide weak iso-

lation between functions. These NICs also enforce weak
isolation between a function and the datacenter operator.
The reason is that on-NIC RAM has few access controls, and
low-level hardware resources like checksum accelerators
are not virtualized. These deficits hurt function robustness
and security (§3), making multi-tenant occupation of a sin-
gle NIC unsafe. Even in single-tenant scenarios (where all
functions and privileged software on a NIC belong to the
datacenter provider), buggy or subverted code anywhere
is a threat to all other software on the NIC. These prob-
lems cannot be solved by a trivial application of standard
isolation approaches (e.g., extended page tables [14] and SR-
IOV [56]); those approaches do not prevent side channels,
do not have full (or any) enlightenment about the specific
hardware affordances of smart NICs (e.g., on-die IO buffers
and workload accelerators), and do not protect tenants from
privileged software. Prior work on performance isolation
between smart NIC functions [47, 73] does not directly ad-
dress side channel isolation, and thus is also insufficient for
providing comprehensive non-interference guarantees. The
goal of this paper is to show that, with minimal changes
to smart NIC hardware, datacenters can provide offloaded
functions with strong isolation, while preserving many of
the TCO reductions and performance boosts that offloading
has traditionally provided. We introduce a new smart NIC
design, called S-NIC, that has three important features.

Aggressive disaggregation of internal resources: In re-
cent years, datacenter operators have connected compute
servers and storage servers via full-bisection networks [49,
85]; these networks enable locality-oblivious assignment
of datacenter resources to datacenter tenants [83, 90]. S-
NIC uses a similar principle within a NIC, allowing a net-
work function to be assigned to a set of programmable cores,
TX/RX queues, hardware accelerators, and DRAM regions.
These components are stitched together using trusted bus
management hardware that provides reserved memory band-
width for the function.

Side-channel-free virtualization of NIC resources: S-
NIC uses the abstraction of a virtual smart NIC to expose a
collection of physical NIC resources. S-NIC virtualizes each
resource in a way that is free of side channels; S-NIC also
provides traditional notions of confidentiality and integrity
for network function state. For example, consider the phys-
ical RAM that belongs to a network function. S-NIC uses
per-core, hardware-controlled memory denylists (§4.2) to
ensure that other network functions (and even the on-NIC

OS) cannot read or write those pages. S-NIC also reserves
L1/L2/L3 cache space for the function in a way that elimi-
nates cache-based side channels.

Integration with preexisting datacenter management
technologies: S-NIC allows a network function to act as a
VXLAN endpoint [55]; in this manner, a function can inte-
grate directly with the (virtual) Layer 2 datacenter topology
that is owned by a tenant [55]. S-NIC also allows functions
to remotely attest their state [95], enabling remote endpoints
to trust a function to act a TLS middlebox [86, 105] or per-
form other sensitive operations. We show that, by stitching
together a set of S-NIC functions and SGX enclaves, a tenant
can build a high-performance, strongly-isolated distributed
system that is resilient to malicious datacenter operators.

In summary, this paper provides three contributions:
• We empirically demonstrate that commodity smart NICs
provide weak isolation that allows functions to corrupt
each other’s packets, steal computational state, and launch
denial-of-service attacks on shared hardware resources.

• To prevent these exploits, we introduce new hardware-
level isolation mechanisms for smart NICs (§4). A key
research challenge was determining how to pervasively
virtualize on-NIC resources without invasive microarchi-
tectural changes.

• Using extensive hardware-level simulations, we evaluate
S-NIC, showing that our isolation mechanisms decrease
function throughput by less than 1.7%. Enforcing isolation
requires only modest amounts of new silicon: chip area
increases by up to 8.89%, and power draw increases by
up to 11.45%. Overall, our analysis demonstrates that S-
NIC preserves 91.6% of the TCO benefit that function
offloading typically provides.

S-NIC is the first smart NIC to provide safe, efficient multi-
tenancy for network functions and management software
that distrust each other.

2 Threat Model
We consider eight types of principals. Tenants want to run
network functions atop S-NIC hardware. The NIC (and
the attached host machine) are owned by a datacenter
operator. The host machine runs a host OS and other un-
privileged host software. The NIC runs a NIC OS. Both
the host OS and the NIC OS are provided by the datacenter
operator.
S-NIC’s goal is to isolate a function from all host-level

software and all NIC-level software (i.e., the NIC OS and
other functions). Isolation prevents external software from
directly tampering with function state, or indirectly observ-
ing it through side channels induced by NIC-level co-tenancy.
By eliminating side channel attacks on the NIC’s microar-
chitecture, we also provide performance isolation between
co-located functions. Network-observer side channels caused
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Figure 1. High-level architecture of a smart NIC.

by the rate or contents of a function’s packet stream are out-
of-scope for this paper; however, S-NIC is compatible with
software-level mitigations for those side channels [27, 67].
S-NIC’s isolation guarantees are enforced by hardware.

Thus, we assume that NIC hardware is trusted and bug-free.
We also assume that NIC hardware is resistant against physi-
cal possession attacks in which, e.g., the datacenter provider
tries to tap memory buses. S-NIC leverages preexisting tech-
niques to thwart such attacks [38, 51, 84].
When building a constellation of trusted computations

(§4.7), we assume that NIC-level functions and host-level
secure computations (e.g., SGX enclaves) attest to each other
before exchanging packets. Attestation lets endpoints verify
their identity and integrity, and generate cryptographic keys
for encrypting subsequent communication. Encryption is
necessary because datacenter operators may snoop on or
tamper with the bus that connects a NIC to its host. Once
S-NIC transfers data to a host-level isolation environment,
S-NIC cannot prevent any host-level side channels caused by
host-level microarchitectural deficiencies; fixing such prob-
lems (e.g., [58, 91, 106]) is orthogonal to S-NIC’s design.

3 Background
In this paper, we target non-trivial network functions writ-
ten in high-level languages like C++ or Rust. Thus, we focus
on smart NICs that use a system-on-a-chip design. SoC NICs
often include custom ASICs to accelerate certain tasks; re-
gardless, SoC NICs always include general-purpose CPUs
that can run arbitrary code. FPGA-based smart NICs [23, 126]
are well-suited for simple, deterministic code that is highly
parallel. However, more complex functions are difficult to
map to FPGA implementations [76].

3.1 Building Blocks

As shown in Figure 1, a SoC-based smart NIC contains six
types of hardware components.
• Programmable cores run the tenant-provided code be-
longing to network functions. A commodity smart NIC
contains up to dozens of programmable cores.

• Management cores execute the software which orches-
trates NF execution. For example, management CPUs as-
sign NFs to programmable cores, and configure on-NIC
routing hardware to determine which packets get for-
warded to which NFs. On some smart NICs, there is no
distinction between a programmable core and a manage-
ment core, i.e., each core runs network functions side-by-
side with management software. Management cores pull
a function’s initial code and data using DMA transfers
from host memory.

• A smart NIC also containsmemory. A NIC has a few GBs
of general-purpose DRAM; this memory is accessible by
all cores (programmable or management), with each core
having the same access latency. A NIC may supplement
general-purpose DRAM with smaller SRAM units that
have non-uniform access latencies; in the extreme, a unit
may be completely inaccessible to some cores.

• Hardware accelerators are special-purpose cores that
are optimized for a single task like encrypting data or cal-
culating checksums. Network functions write to memory-
mapped accelerator registers to install packet-matching
rules or cryptographic keys or other kinds of configura-
tion data. Once a function has installed the necessary in-
formation, accelerators communicate with programmable
cores via input instruction queues and output data queues
that live in general-purpose DRAM. Accelerators use local
SRAM to cache the NF data being actively processed.

• A smart NIC also provides circuitry to handle packet
ingress and egress. The specifics vary across different
NIC designs. For example, in the Mellanox BlueField NIC,
incoming packets enter an RX buffer. A packet input mod-
ule copies a packet from the RX buffer to the DRAM re-
gion that belongs to a particular function. The packet
input module uses switching rules to determine how to
forward packets; these rules are configured by manage-
ment software. Rules are typically expressed as predicates
over a packet’s “5-tuple”, i.e., a packet’s source IP, des-
tination IP, protocol, source port, and destination port.
A programmable core learns of packet arrival by polling
hardware structures or receiving an interrupt from the
packet input module. After the core has finished handling
a packet, the core notifies the packet output module, e.g.,
by sending an interrupt, or by adding a work item to a
shared queue that lives in DRAM. The packet output mod-
ule copies the packet from DRAM to the TX buffer. Later,
the NIC places the packet on the wire.

• An IO bus enables communication between the compo-
nents described above. As we discuss later, network func-
tions contend for bus bandwidth. Ostensibly fair alloca-
tion of other resources like hardware accelerators will be
unfair in practice if NFs lack the necessary bus bandwidth
to optimally use those resources.
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A smart NIC also needs a way to communicate with its host
machine, e.g., DMA via a PCIe bus. Our proposed design in
Section 4 makes no changes to the NIC/host bus.

3.2 Representative Smart NIC Architectures

Marvell LiquidIO: A LiquidIO NIC [81] uses an OCTEON
processor with 12–48 MIPS64 cores. Each core has a private
L1 i-cache and d-cache; however, all cores share an L2 cache
and general-purpose DRAM. The NIC provides hardware ac-
celerators for checksumming and cryptographic operations.

In the MIPS64 architecture, a virtual address space is par-
titioned into regions called segments.
• The xuseg segment is mapped to physical memory using
TLB entries configured by privileged software.

• The xkseg segment is also mapped to physical memory
using TLB entries, but xkseg is only accessible when the
CPU’s privilege bit is 1. xkseg stores kernel state.

• The xkphys segment is direct-mapped to physical mem-
ory, without being translated via TLBs. For example, the
hardware automatically translates the first virtual address
in xkphys to the first physical address in DRAM. The ker-
nel configures the MMU to determine whether user-level
code may access virtual addresses in xkphys.

Unlike an x86 chip, a MIPS processor uses software-defined
page table walks. So, a MIPS processor has no explicit page
table pointer register; TLB misses are handled by software.
A LiquidIO NIC supports two execution models. In both

models, a MIPS CPU acts as both a management core and a
programmable core.
• In SE-S mode, the NIC’s bootloader installs each function
on a core and then exits. Functions cannot be created or
destroyed until the next boot cycle. There is no kernel—
instead, all functions run in privileged mode. The boot-
loader configures each core’s TLB entries so that xuseg
points to function-specific state. Each function also re-
ceives complete access to xkphys.

• In SE-UM mode, the management OS is a multicore Linux
kernel which creates and destroys network functions as
requested by the host machine. Each function is a stan-
dard Linux process that the kernel assigns to a core. The
kernel sets the core’s TLB entries to map a function’s
xuseg to the physical location of the function’s code and
data. Depending on how the NIC is configured, the kernel
may also give each function access to xkphys, so that a
function can directly manipulate packets and memory-
mapped registers for accelerators. Alternatively, the NIC
can be configured to force functions to use system calls
to manipulate packets.

In SE-S mode (and SE-UM mode with function-level xkphys
access enabled), an NF can read and write arbitrary physical
addresses. Furthermore, an NF can directly manipulate the
packet scheduler and hardware accelerators. This approach

maximizes NF performance, but means that LiquidIO pro-
vides no isolation between NFs or any privileged manage-
ment software. Even if a NIC uses SE-UMmodewith function-
level xkphys access disabled, functions cannot protect them-
selves from a buggy or malicious OS. Also, in both modes,
the NIC does not isolate microarchitectural state (e.g., cache
lines) belonging to different functions.

Netronome Agilio: An Agilio LX [87] makes an architec-
tural distinction between programmable cores and manage-
ment cores. Up to 120 Intel IXP cores execute network func-
tions, with management software running on a small num-
ber of StrongARM or XScale cores. Programmable cores
are grouped into islands. Each island has 256 KB of island-
private SRAM. The NIC defines additional banks of memory,
including a 6GB bank of DRAM. These additional banks
are accessible to all islands (but with non-uniform access
latencies). Importantly, all of the memory units are accessed
using raw physical addresses—programmable cores are not
restricted via page tables or TLBs. This approach simplifies
the NIC architecture, but unfortunately prevents isolation
between NFs.
Management cores are responsible for configuring the

NIC’s packet scheduler and performing other control plane
tasks. The management OS can also tamper with arbitrary
function state. For example, the management OS can install
its own network function which can access all of an island’s
private memory.

An Agilio NIC has several cryptographic accelerators. Pro-
grammable cores use special instructions to encrypt or de-
crypt data with an accelerator. Accelerators are shared by all
cores, so contentionmay increase the latency of a core’s cryp-
tographic tasks. Contention also creates side channels that let a
core determine whether other cores are doing cryptography.

Mellanox BlueField: A BlueField NIC uses ARM cores,
with each one acting as both a management core and a pro-
grammable core. Each core has the same access latency to
on-NIC DRAM. BlueField uses ARM’s TrustZone technol-
ogy [6] to isolate functions. To the best of our knowledge,
BlueField provides the best isolation of any commodity smart
NIC.We give a brief overview of TrustZone before describing
the BlueField architecture in more depth.
TrustZone provides hardware-isolated secure computa-

tions. TrustZone adds a new privilege bit indicating whether
a CPU is running in the “normal world” or “secure world”.
Memory is split into a normal region and a secure region;
code in the normal world cannot access secure memory, but
code in the secure world can access all memory. The memory
split is managed by secure code, and can change dynamically.
Secure code can mark specific hardware accelerators as

secure-only, meaning that the accelerators are inaccessible
to normal code. Secure code can also determine which in-
terrupt types are handled by which world. The TrustZone
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DMA controller ensures that normal code cannot use DMA-
capable devices to read or write secure memory. However,
the two worlds can communicate via shared memory. A CPU
in normal mode switches to secure mode when a secure in-
terrupt arrives, or when normal code explicitly invokes the
secure world via the smc (“secure monitor call”) instruction.
The secure world switches to the normal one via smc too.

Both worlds support the traditional user/kernel privilege
levels. The normal world runs a heavyweight OS like Linux.
The secure world runs a small, security-focused kernel like
OP-TEE [74]; small user-mode applications called trustlets
run atop the secure kernel.
BlueField uses TrustZone to implement privilege separa-

tion for a network function’s code [9]. An untrusted driver
in the normal world pulls packets from the wire, and trans-
fers them to the trusted part of the function that lives in the
secure world. The trusted code handles the packet and then
returns it to the normal world for transmission over the wire.

Note that BlueField does not isolate a network function from
the secure-world management OS. This means that a network
function has no protection from a secure-world OS that is
corrupted (or intentionally malicious). BlueField also does
not prevent side channels through shared microarchitectural
resources like the memory bus.

3.3 Concrete Attacks

The previous section explained why commodity smart NICs
provide weak performance isolation, confidentiality, and
integrity to functions. Here, we describe proof-of-concept
attacks which leverage these problems.

Packet corruption (LiquidIO): In SE-S mode, we ran the
MazuNAT [36] network function on one core, and a mali-
cious function on another. The MazuNAT function modified
packet headers using translation rules that resided in the
function’s xuseg segment. The malicious function leveraged
xkphys to scan the metadata structures belonging to the
buffer allocator used by all functions. The metadata allowed
the malicious function to discover the buffers allocated to
MazuNAT’s packets; the malicious function then corrupted
the packet headers in those buffers, disrupting the intended
NAT translations.

DPI ruleset stealing (LiquidIO): A LiquidIO NIC has accel-
erators for deep packet inspection (DPI). A DPI accelerator
is basically a regular-expression engine. A network function
stores its DPI rules in DRAM, with the accelerator pulling in
rules as necessary. We wrote a malicious function which uses
xkphys to steal the ruleset belonging to another function; to
locate the ruleset, the malicious function iterated through
the metadata of the buffer allocator. This kind of information
leak is damaging because it allows a malicious function to
learn which threat signatures a target application is using.

IO bus denial-of-service (Agilio): To the best of our knowl-
edge, no commodity smart NIC implements bandwidth reser-
vations for the NIC’s internal IO bus. Thus, different net-
work functions contend for bus bandwidth, with no trusted
hardware-level arbiter to guarantee fair access. On the Agilio,
we ran a function which sat in a tight loop, repeatedly issu-
ing a test_subsat instruction to decrement a semaphore in
DRAM. The function saturated the bus and caused the NIC
to hard-crash, requiring a power cycle to recover.

We do not possess a BlueField NIC. Thus, we could not launch
concrete attacks against it. However, as described above, even
a BlueField NIC (with its comparatively strong isolation)
does not protect functions from the secure world OS or from
microarchitectural-level side channels. S-NIC’s goal is to
prevent all of the attacks described in this section, with only
modest impacts on performance and die area.

4 Design
S-NIC binds each network function to a virtual smart NIC.
A virtual smart NIC aggregates a physical collection of pro-
grammable cores, hardware accelerators, and RAM areas;
a virtual smart NIC also possesses reserved bandwidth in
the memory bus and the packet input/output modules of
the physical smart NIC. The state of a virtual smart NIC is
hidden at both the ISA level and the microarchitectural level
from other virtual smart NICs, and from the NIC OS that
runs on management cores. ISA-level isolation means that
external network functions or the NIC OS cannot use ISA-
level instructions to read or write the virtual NIC’s state.
Microarchitectural-level isolation means that each microar-
chitectural resource is either strictly bound to a single func-
tion, with no time-slicing, or is shared, but with hardware-
enforced resource reservations that do not leak information
about the usage patterns of the reservation’s owner. Table 1
summarizes the interfaces that S-NIC exposes to software;
we explain those interfaces in more detail below.

To implement its isolation semantics, S-NIC employs the
microarchitecture shown in Figure 2. The key research chal-
lenge was determining how to pervasively virtualize a NIC’s
resources. Using memory denylists that can only be con-
trolled by trusted hardware, S-NIC implements single-owner
semantics for RAM areas (§4.2). To bind hardware accelera-
tors to specific network functions, S-NIC groups individual
hardware threads into clusters and then places each clus-
ter behind a single TLB bank; the cluster acts as a virtual
accelerator, with S-NIC configuring the cluster’s TLB bank
so that the cluster’s hardware threads can only access the
RAM belonging to a single network function (§4.3). To en-
force fair-sharing of the IO bus, S-NIC adds a trusted bus
arbiter; the arbiter, in combination with several other compo-
nents, provides guaranteed memory bandwidth and packet
throughput to a virtual NIC (§4.4 and §4.5). Finally, S-NIC
uses remote attestation [3, 95, 115, 116] to allow a network
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Figure 2. S-NIC’s high-level architecture. Locked-down TLB entries
( 1○) restrict the memory that each network function can access.
Virtualized hardware accelerators are also restricted using TLB
locks ( 2○). Bus arbiters provide reserved bus bandwidth to pro-
grammable cores and other disaggregated components ( 3○). Using
a hardware root of trust, network functions can remotely attest the
confidentiality and integrity of their state ( 4○).

function to vouch for the confidentiality and integrity of
its state. Remote attestation allows a datacenter tenant to
stitch together a constellation of S-NIC network functions
and secure host-level computations, e.g., SGX enclaves or
TrustZone worlds (§4.7).

4.1 Launching a Function

To launch a network function, a remote developer first up-
loads the function’s initial code and data to the RAM of a
datacenter host. The developer also uploads the function’s
configuration state. Some of that state describes reservation
requests for hardware resources. For example, a function
may request a virtual smart NIC with three cores, 40 MB of
RAM, two cryptographic accelerators, and a compression
accelerator. A function’s configuration state also specifies
the 5-tuple packet matching rules that the NIC should use
to determine whether to forward a packet to the function.

The on-NIC OS uses DMA to transfer the initial function
state from host RAM to on-NIC RAM. S-NIC runs the NIC OS
on a dedicated core; all other cores are used to run functions.
Once the DMA transfers complete, the NIC OS executes the
privileged nf_launch instruction (Table 1). This instruction
atomically installs a new function. The instruction takes
six arguments that are specified via CPU registers. Each
argument describes a specific set of physical resources that
should be bound to a virtual NIC. We discuss the first two
arguments now, and the rest in later sections.
The first argument to nf_launch is a bitmask that lists

the cores which the trusted hardware should bind to the
new function. The second argument is a pointer to a page
table; the referenced physical pages contain the initial code,
data, and configuration settings for the new function. The
untrusted NIC OS controls these arguments, and may specify

incorrect values. Fortunately, such problems are detectable
later, during function attestation (§4.7).
The trusted hardware maintains a bitmap which tracks

which cores have been allocated to a network function. The
hardware maintains another bitmap which tracks which
physical RAM pages have been allocated to a network func-
tion.1 When the NIC OS invokes nf_launch, the instruction
checks whether the requested cores are unassigned, failing
if some of the cores are currently bound to live functions.
Otherwise, nf_launch walks the page table referenced by the
second argument. If any of the physical pages mapped by
the page table already belong to a function, nf_launch fails.

4.2 Single-owner RAM Semantics

RAM is perhaps the most important ISA-visible resource on
a smart NIC. When packets arrive, the packet input module
copies the packets to RAM; the switching rules that deter-
mine exactly where to copy each incoming packet also live
in RAM. Hardware accelerators pull instructions from RAM,
and output results to RAM. A network function also uses
RAM to store general-purpose code and data. Thus, a major
security goal of S-NIC is to implement single-owner seman-
tics for each region of RAM: a region exclusively belongs to
either a running network function or the management OS.

Isolating the new function from the management core:
If nf_launch validates both arguments, the instruction in-
stalls a memory page denylist on the management core. The
denylist prevents the management core from accessing any
physical pages that belong to the new function. To implement
the denylist, S-NIC associates a denylist page table register
with the management core. The denylist page table, which
resides in private hardware memory, contains a mapping for
a physical address if that address should not be accessed by
the management core. When the management core suffers a
TLB miss, the management core walks its normal page table
(if using an x86-style approach) or uses software to update a
TLB register (if using aMIPS-style approach). When the man-
agement core tries to install a virtual-to-physical mapping,
the trusted hardware uses the physical address in the new
mapping to walk the denylist page table. If the denylist table
has an entry for the physical address, the trusted hardware
rejects the management core’s attempt to update the TLB. S-
NIC’s use of dual page tables is somewhat reminiscent of the
EPTmechanism used to implement shadow paging [15]; thus,
S-NIC’s denylist implementation can use the same hardware
optimizations that efficient EPT implementations use.

Isolating old functions and the management core from
the new function: Once nf_launch has installed the TLB

1At the microarchitectural level, this “bitmap” could be implemented in a
variety of ways. For example, the bitmap could literally be a bitmap, or its
logical functionality could be implemented by traversing the page tables of
programmable cores. The former option is faster but requires more die area.
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Management APIs Trusted instructions Descriptions

NF_create(net_config, core_config,
dpi_config, ...)→ nf_id or failure

nf_launch: core_mask, page_table, pkt_pipeline_config,
accel_mask→ nf_id or failure

Atomically install a network function on a virtual smart
NIC: reserve the necessary physical resources, configure
the isolation hardware, calculate a hash of the initial
function state, and then launch the function.

N/A
nf_attest: pointer to <𝑔, 𝑝 , 𝑛, 𝑔𝑥 mod 𝑝>
→ 𝑆𝐴𝐾𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣 <Hash<nf’s initial state>, 𝑔, 𝑝 , 𝑛, 𝑔

𝑥 mod 𝑝>
Using the attestation key𝐴𝐾𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣 , sign the hash of the
function’s initial state plus the Diffie-Hellman parameters.

NF_destroy(nf_id)→ success or failure nf_teardown: nf_id→ success or failure Atomically destroy an NF and release its resources.

Table 1. The first column describes the host-visible management APIs exposed by an S-NIC OS. The second and third columns describe the
underlying S-NIC hardware instructions.

denylist for the management core, nf_launch installs the
memory mappings for a function’s programmable cores. At
a high level, each core receives a mapping that allows the
core to access its own DRAM pages, but not pages belonging
to other functions or the NIC OS. The details of the mapping
depend on how the core accesses memory. For example, com-
mon network functions require less than 70 MB of virtual
address space to hold the state for active flows; the largest
function that we tested required 360 MB (Appendix B). Ad-
dress spaces of this size can be covered by a handful of TLB
entries, with variable-sized pages (e.g., 2 MB, 32 MB, and
128 MB) minimizing internal fragmentation. Thus, a typical
hardware implementation for S-NIC will not associate a page
table pointer with a programmable core. Instead, each core
will get a small number of TLB entries which are configured
by nf_launch to cover all valid mappings for the function.
Once nf_launch completes, the hardware sets the TLBs to
read-only; any subsequent TLB misses represent a bug in the
network function, and cause S-NIC to destroy the function.
In an alternate design that does associate a page table with
each programmable core, the page table pointer register (and
the pointed-to memory pages) would become read-only after
nf_launch completes.

A network function may want to transfer data to or from
host-level memory. S-NIC’s DMA controller must provide
isolation for both transfer directions. In other words, the host
should only be able to transfer data to a specific on-NIC RAM
location that is owned by the function; the function should
only be able to transfer data to a host-sanctioned region in
host RAM. S-NIC achieves these properties using a multi-
bank DMA controller, with one bank per programmable core.
Each bank has TLB entries for the upstream and downstream
transfer directions. This approach is similar to the one used
by SR-IOV DMA engines [56].

Eliminating side channels: After configuring the MMUs
for the management core and the function’s programmable
cores, nf_launch reserves dedicated L1/L2/L3 cache space
for the function. Since S-NIC must prevent cache-based side
channels, soft partitioning schemes like Intel CAT [57] pro-
vide insufficient isolation.2 S-NIC has two options. The first
2The partitioning is “soft” because a core can only write to a specific cache
region, but can read (i.e., satisfy a cache hit) from any region.
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Figure 3. Virtualizing hardware accelerators

is to use a hard partitioning of the cache; this suffices to
eliminate side channels [93], but prevents S-NIC from dy-
namically resizing cache allocations as a function’s workload
changes. Alternatively, if S-NIC is willing to allow side chan-
nels from the NIC OS to functions (but not vice versa), S-NIC
can use SecDCP cache partitioning [120]. In this approach,
each function receives a minimum cache allocation. Trusted
cache hardware [99] examines utilization by functions and
the NIC OS, and only resizes allocations in response to the
cache behavior of the NIC OS.

4.3 Virtualizing Hardware Accelerators

In commodity smart NICs, a single hardware accelerator
consists of one or more “hardware threads.” A scheduler
inside the accelerator pulls requests from a queue in RAM,
and assigns each request to a thread. To complete the re-
quest, a thread may need to pull additional data from RAM.
For example, Figure 3a shows a DPI accelerator (§3.3) in a
traditional smart NIC. A network function uses the accel-
erator by (1) writing a finite automata graph to RAM, (2)
registering the graph with the DPI, and then (3) registering
the instruction queue with the DPI. The function performs
steps (2) and (3) by writing to the DPI’s memory-mapped
IO registers. Internally, the DPI caches parts of the graph in
private SRAM.
Commodity smart NICs often provide hardware threads

with unfettered access to physical RAM. Many NICs also
provide network functions with unrestricted RAM access
(§3.2), meaning that accelerator state has no confidentiality
or integrity. To fix this problem, S-NIC statically assigns
each thread to a cluster, and places a TLB bank in front of
each cluster. When nf_launch installs a network function,
the hardware checks whether the requested number and
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types of clusters are available. If so, the hardware marks the
clusters as allocated and then configures the associated TLB
banks so that hardware threads can only access the physical
memory that belongs to the new function. The hardware
also ensures that each thread’s memory-mapped registers
are privately and directly mapped to a well-known location
in the function’s virtual address space. This prevents other
functions or the NIC OS from configuring the threads.

Figure 3b shows an example of a virtual DPI (vDPI). Using
memory denylisting, each function’s DPI graph and instruc-
tion queue receive confidentiality and integrity. The front-
end hardware scheduler also reserves guaranteed DRAM
bandwidth for each vDPI (§4.5), preventing side channels via
DRAM contention.

A cluster’s TLB bank is read-only after nf_launch finishes.
A cluster does not require a page table, because a cluster only
needs access to a small, contiguous range of virtual memory.
Thus, S-NIC treats any cluster TLB misses as fatal errors.

4.4 Virtualizing Packet IO

To isolate the packet handling workflow for each network
function, we take inspiration from SR-IOV [56], a preexist-
ing technology for virtualizing a (non-smart) NIC. SR-IOV
assigns a MAC address to each virtual NIC. When a packet
arrives, an internal Layer 2 switch inspects the MAC address
and adds the packet to the queue of the relevant virtual NIC.
An IOMMU restricts the physical pages that a virtual NIC
can access via DMA.
In S-NIC, a virtual packet pipeline (VPP) is a bundled

group of hardware resources that move a function’s packets
between the wire and the function’s private RAM. A VPP
consists of:
• buffer space in the physical RX and TX ports,
• a packet scheduler (which copies incoming packets from
the RX queue to RAM, and outgoing packets from the TX
queue to the wire), and

• switch configuration rules that live in RAM and determine
which incoming packets are forwarded to the VPP.

The pkt_pipeline_config argument to nf_launch configures
a function’s VPP. The argument points to a buffer in mem-
ory that specifies the requested amount of RX/TX buffer
space, the desired packet scheduling algorithm [107, 110],
and the switch configuration rules. If nf_launch can find
the requested amount of buffer space in the physical ports,
nf_launch marks the associated regions as allocated. Then,
nf_launch installs the desired scheduler, and adds the switch
configuration rules to the set of denylisted physical mem-
ory pages. S-NIC assigns one scheduler unit to each pro-
grammable core, and locks the scheduler’s TLB entries to
ensure that the scheduler can only perform DMA opera-
tions on memory regions that are owned by the associated
network function.

VXLAN [55] is a popular datacenter technology for giving
a tenant the illusion of a private Layer 2 network. When

tenant-owned software tries to send a Layer 2 frame, the
frame is actually encapsulated within a VXLAN frame. The
VXLAN header contains the Virtual Network Identifiers
(VNIs) for the tenant-visible Layer 2 source and destination;
however, the VXLAN frame traverses switches as determined
by the datacenter’s mapping from the tenant’s virtual L2
topology to the physical L2 topology. The ultimate receiver
strips the VXLAN header before injecting the frame into the
receiver’s network stack. S-NIC supports VXLAN by allow-
ing developer-specified switching rules to mention VNIs in
addition to MAC addresses and 5-tuple data. This allows a
NIC to direct specific VXLAN flows to specific functions.

4.5 Bus Arbitration

To prevent side channels via IO bus contention, S-NIC must
prevent interference between the bus requests that are is-
sued by different tenants. S-NIC is compatible with various
approaches for doing so [33, 103, 119]. The S-NIC proto-
type that we evaluate in Section 5 uses temporal partition-
ing [119], a particular approach that has simple hardware
requirements and works well for applications like network
functions that generally create a lot of bus traffic. As shown
in Figure 2, S-NIC places bus arbiters in front of hardware
components that access the IO bus. S-NIC divides time into
epochs; during each epoch, only a single bus client may
initiate memory operations. When the epoch expires, the
bus switches to another client. To ensure that any in-flight
memory operations complete before the end of the epoch,
the arbiter must only allow new memory operations to is-
sue during the first part of the epoch. Despite the “dead
time” at the end of each epoch, temporal partitioning de-
creases computational speeds by less than 5% [119] when
using four security domains (which in our setting trans-
lates to four concurrently-executing, potentially multi-core
network functions). In concert with VPP hardware reserva-
tions, temporal partitioning eliminates watermark attacks
that leverage packet flow interference [11].

4.6 Function Execution and Teardown

As nf_launch installs various parts of a function, nf_launch
updates a cumulative hash. When nf_launch completes, the
hash will represent a fingerprint of the state used to create
the function. For example, the hash will cover the initial code
and data pages of the function, as well as the switching rules
which select the packets that are forwarded to the function.
This hash will later be used during remote attestation (§4.7).

If nf_launch succeeds, it stores the arguments to nf_launch
in hardware-private memory. The instruction then returns
an opaque integer representing the function’s id. The func-
tion is now running. At this point, the NIC OS is no longer
involved in the management of the hardware resources that
are bound to a function. Indeed, the NIC OS cannot even ac-
cess those resources due to memory denylisting and S-NIC’s
techniques for microarchitectural-level isolation.
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Figure 4. Sample use cases for S-NIC. In use case (a), two enterprises
use S-NIC to outsource packet processing (e.g., intrusion detection)
for a cross-enterprise flow; an S-NIC tunnel connects the gateways
and the function to hide packet headers from the untrusted cloud. In
use case (b), a tenant creates a constellation of trusted computations
within an untrusted cloud.

The NIC OS does require the ability to destroy a function
in a way that leaks no information about the function. S-NIC
provides this capability via nf_teardown. This instruction,
which executes atomically, is the dual of nf_launch. For ex-
ample, nf_teardown marks 𝐹 ’s cores as unallocated, unbinds
𝐹 ’s accelerators, and zeroes out 𝐹 ’s physical pages before
removing them from the memory denylist. The instruction
also zeroes out the registers and cache lines used by 𝐹 .

4.7 Attestation and Secure Constellations

Attestation [3, 95, 115, 116] allows a network function to
prove to external peers that the function (1) is running atop
an authentic S-NIC, and (2) had a specific initial state, where
“state” corresponds to the information covered by the cu-
mulative hash that trusted hardware built during function
initialization (§4.6). In Appendix A, we describe the low-level
cryptographic details of how S-NIC attestation works. At
a high level, a function 𝐹 attests to a peer 𝑃 by engaging
in a Diffie-Hellman exchange [34]. 𝐹 ’s contributions to the
exchange include the cumulative hash of 𝐹 ’s initial state; 𝐹
retrieves that value from the trusted S-NIC hardware, who
signs the value with a NIC-specific private key whose public
key is endorsed by a certificate from the NIC’s hardware
vendor. At the end of the attestation protocol, both 𝐹 and
𝑃 have established a symmetric key that only they know.
Furthermore, 𝑃 is convinced that 𝐹 had a known initial state
and is running atop a legitimate S-NIC.
If 𝑃 runs atop trusted hardware as well (e.g., because 𝑃

resides within an SGX enclave [82] or a TrustZone secure
world [6]), 𝐹 can now ask 𝑃 to attest to 𝐹 . If the pairwise
attestations succeed, the endpoints now share an encrypted
network channel and possess mutual confidence in the in-
tegrity and confidentiality of both computational environ-
ments. Pairwise attestations allow a developer to build a
constellation of trusted computations spanning multiple S-
NIC functions and host-level hardware enclaves. Figure 4
provides a visual overview.

4.8 Discussion

Implementing nf_launch: nf_launch is a complex instruc-
tion. Thus, we expect it to be implemented in microcode, sim-
ilar to how complex SGX instructions are implemented [31].
A single nf_launch instruction will require tens of thousands
of cycles to complete, but S-NIC targets datacenter environ-
ments in which network functions live for minutes or hours.
Thus, the cost of an nf_launch instruction is amortized over
minutes or hours.

Underutilization: S-NIC provides a virtual NIC with strong
isolation of both its ISA-visible state and its microarchitec-
tural state. However, this strong isolation may lead to under-
utilization of physical resources. For example, suppose that
the NIC OS allocates 𝑃 pages of physical memory to function
𝐹 , and then calls nf_launch. After the call to nf_launch, 𝐹 can-
not return pages to the OS, e.g., if 𝐹 ’s workload decreases. S-
NIC intentionally prohibits such interactions to prevent side
channels via the status of OS-managed resources [44, 121].
Similarly, if a function goes idle, the function cannot tem-
porarily relinquish one of the programmable cores in its
virtual NIC. The tension between strong isolation and under-
utilization is fundamental, given the lack of trust between
the different code on the NIC. When using an S-NIC, physi-
cal utilization should be kept high by creating or destroying
functions in response to time-varying load.

We note that, in practice, commodity clouds allocate cores
to non-burstable VMs at the granularity of a full core, binding
each VM to a unique set of physical cores [125]. Thus, S-NIC’s
core-granular allocations to NFs should not be surprising to
developers of cloud applications.

Denial of service attacks:TheNICOSmay refuse to launch
functions, or tear them down prematurely. Denial of service
attacks are out of scope for this paper. A buggy or mali-
cious NIC OS may also improperly setup a function, e.g., by
omitting a code page from the registration process. Remote
clients can detect improper function setups by requiring the
function to attest (§4.7).

Chaining functions: In prior sections of the paper, we as-
sumed that S-NIC runs a single function in each virtual NIC.
S-NIC’s strict isolation semantics prohibit the sharing of
memory data between functions in different virtual NICs.
However, commodity smart NICs often support function
chains in which a single packet is passed through a series
of functions. S-NIC is compatible with function chaining
via compiler-enforced isolation [13, 63, 98]. For example, us-
ing the strong types and language-level isolation primitives
provided by Rust, S-NIC could place multiple distrusting
functions in the memory region belonging to a single virtual
NIC. However, this approach would enable cross-function
side channels via core-local microarchitectural state (§4.2).
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An extended version of S-NIC could have NFs exchange data
via localhost networking, such that S-NIC hardware would
transfer messages directly between the side-channel-isolated
VPPs (§4.4) owned by different NFs. Assuming that the cross-
VPP management hardware exposed no side channels itself,
this approach would restrict the information leakage be-
tween two communicating VPPs to just the information that
is revealed via overt traffic timings and packet content. We
leave the design of such management hardware to future
work.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we demonstrate that S-NIC’s hardware costs
are modest: chip area increases by only 8.89% and power
consumption increases by only 11.45%. As a result, S-NIC
reduces the TCO advantage of a smart NIC by only 8.37%.
Furthermore, S-NIC’s TLB denylisting, cache partitioning,
and bus arbitration reduce function throughput by less than
1.7% in the worst case. Thus, S-NIC preserves the traditional
performance benefits of function offloading.

5.1 Workloads

We used six different network functions to evaluate S-NIC.
• Firewall (FW): A stateful firewall that drops packets by
scanning a list of rules. Recently-accessed rules are cached
in aHashMap implemented by Rust’s standard library.We
limit the cache size to 200,000 entries, which is the cached
flow limit in Open vSwitch [96]). The function uses rules
from the Emerging Threats site [40]. We configure the
function with 643 rules, as in the SafeBricks paper [98].

• DPI: A pattern-matching application that uses the Aho-
Corasick algorithm [1].We use an efficient SIMD-accelerated
implementation provided by the aho_corasick Rust crate.
We use 33,471 patterns extracted from six open source
rulesets [29, 39].

• NAT: A network address translator derived from Mazu-
NAT [36]. The NAT uses a HashMap to cache frequently-
used translations. The cache only records the translation
results of the first 65,535 flows that can be successfully
assigned a distinct port number.

• Load Balancer (LB): Google’s software load balancer
called Maglev [37]. This function uses consistent hashing
to distribute flows.

• LPM: Longest prefix matching using the DIR-24-8 algo-
rithm [52] for IP packet routing. Like NetBricks [94], we
generate 16,000 random rules to construct the lookup
table.

• Monitor (Mon): Uses a HashMap to record the number
of packets for each 5-tuple flow.

We implemented the DPI and Monitor functions ourselves.
The other four implementations were derived from versions
in the NetBricks repository [30].
Traces: Our evaluation used two traces. The first was a one-
hour, anonymous CAIDA trace from 2016 [24]. This trace

4-core
A9 Total

4-core
NIC

8-core
NIC

16-core
NIC

48-core
NIC

366MB per core
(183 TLB entries)

Area (mm2) 4.984 0.045 (0.90%) 0.090 0.179 0.538
Power (W) 1.909 0.026 (1.36%) 0.052 0.104 0.311

512MB per core
(256 TLB entries)

Area (mm2) 4.999 0.060 (1.20%) 0.120 0.239 0.718
Power (W) 1.913 0.035 (1.81%) 0.069 0.139 0.416

1024MB per core
(512 TLB entries)

Area (mm2) 5.102 0.163 (3.19%) 0.326 0.652 1.956
Power (W) 1.971 0.088 (4.45%) 0.175 0.351 1.052

Table 2. Estimated hardware costs for TLBs on programmable cores.
We assume a 2MB page size, and use our memory profiling results
(Table 6 in Appendix B) to calculate the minimum TLB size (i.e.,
183 entries) that can map each function’s memory. We examine a
variety of core counts, based on the counts of existing smart NICs:
a Marvell NIC has 12–48 cores, a Mellanox NIC has 4–16 cores, and
a Broadcom NIC has 8 cores. In the 4-core S-NIC configuration, we
provide (in parentheses) relative hardware overheads compared to
the total cost of a 4-core A9 processor.

DPI ZIP RAID
TLB size per cluster 54 70 5

16 clusters
(4 threads per cluster)

Area (mm2) 0.074 0.091 0.050
Power (W) 0.037 0.044 0.023

8 clusters
(8 threads per cluster)

Area (mm2) 0.037 0.046 0.025
Power (W) 0.019 0.022 0.012

4 clusters
(16 threads per cluster)

Area (mm2) 0.019 0.023 0.012
Power (W) 0.009 0.011 0.006

Table 3. Estimated hardware costs for TLB banks on virtualized
accelerators. For each accelerator, we estimate its per-cluster TLB
size based on memory profiling (see Table 7 in Appendix B). We
assume there are 64 hardware threads for each accelerator.

had 26.7 million TCP flows and 1.34 billion packets. The
second trace was an ICTF trace from 2010 [113]. This trace,
from which we randomly sampled 100,000 flows (§5.3), was
collected during a wide-area “capture-the-flag” competition,
and was the same trace used by the SafeBricks paper [98].
We ran each experiment 10 times, and we report the median
for memory usage and throughput.

5.2 Die Area and Power Consumption

Existing smart NIC vendors do not publicly share the chip
area and power consumption of their products. So, we eval-
uated the additional hardware cost of S-NIC by extending
an ARM Cortex-A9 multicore processor [7]. Although the
overall size and complexity of the A9 might be different than
that of current smart NICs, the process technology (28nm)
and frequency target (2.0GHz) match current smart NIC de-
signs. So, the absolute hardware sizes for components like
TLBs should be comparable. Given that the A9 is a relatively
small processor, we expect our estimates of relative cost to
be high compared to actual smart NIC designs.

To generate our cost estimates, we used the McPAT mod-
eling framework [71]. This framework, widely used in the
architecture community, provides area, power, and timing
estimates for multi-core processors.
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Virtual packet pipeline DMA
TLB size per VPP/vDMA 3 2

12 VPP/vDMA
(4 cores per NF)

Area (mm2) 0.037 0.037
Power (W) 0.017 0.017

6 VPP/vDMA
(8 cores per NF)

Area (mm2) 0.019 0.019
Power (W) 0.009 0.009

3 VPP/vDMA
(16 cores per NF)

Area (mm2) 0.009 0.009
Power (W) 0.004 0.004

Table 4. Estimated hardware costs for TLB banks on the virtual
packet pipeline and the DMA controller that mediate NIC/host
data transfers. We assume there are 48 programmable cores on the
smart NIC. Note that, in McPAT, 2 TLB entries have the same cost
estimation as 3 TLB entries because the size difference is so small.

Overall cost: The majority of S-NIC’s hardware costs de-
rive from three sources: (1) TLBs for programmable cores,
(2) TLBs for virtualized accelerators, and (3) TLBs for the
virtual packet pipeline and the DMA controller that manages
NIC/host data transfers. Smaller costs arise from denylisting
logic and bus arbiters; we discuss those costs later.

Table 2 shows how cost changes with the number of pro-
grammable cores and the amount of memory that each core
must be able to access. Our analysis assumes a 2 MB page
size, since many NFs leverage huge pages to minimize TLB
miss costs. Note that a TLB’s size does not need to be a
power of two, as TLBs use fully-associative logic. Table 2
shows that, for a smart NIC with 4 processors, S-NIC only
requires an additional 3.19% die area and 4.45% energy, rela-
tive to a 4-core A9. With additional cores, the relative costs
of the TLB will decrease. The reason is that TLB area scales
roughly linearly with core count, but total processor area
will scale superlinearly due to larger cache directories and
core interconnects.

Table 3 shows how cost changes with the accelerator type
and cluster size. Aggregating over the total TLB costs for
the DPI, ZIP, and RAID accelerators, S-NIC adds up to 4.2%
more die area and 5.3% more power consumption, given a
baseline 4-core A9 with a TLB size of 512 entries.

Table 4 shows how cost changes with the number of cores
per network function. The total cost is a 1.5% increase in
chip area, and 1.7% additional power draw, given a baseline
4-core A9 with a TLB size of 512 entries. To summarize all
three tables, S-NIC’s additional TLB entries add 8.89% more
chip area and 11.45% more power consumption compared to a
baseline 4-core A9.

TCO impact: Here, we give a rough estimate of the total-
cost-of-ownership (TCO) for an S-NIC and a traditional smart
NIC (namely, a 12-core Marvell LiquidIO NIC). According
to analysis from Liu et al. [78], the LiquidIO NIC has a peak
power draw of 24.7W, and a purchase cost of $420. A 12-core
Intel E5-2680 v3 processor (as used by a host server) has a
peak power draw of 113W, and a purchase cost of $1745 [59].

Page size settings TLB size Area (mm2) Power (W)
Equal (2MB) 183×16 0.538 0.311

Flex-high (128KB,2MB,64MB) 51×16 0.214 0.106
Flex-low (2MB,32MB,128MB) 13×16 0.150 0.069

Table 5. TLB hardware costs as a function of the supported page
sizes and the number of programmable cores. For each page size
configuration, we profiled six popular network functions (Table
6 in Appendix B), and used the maximum number of TLB entries
that any function would require. We assume that there are 48 pro-
grammable cores on the smart NIC.

Similar to the analysis of Liu et al., we use the average elec-
tricity price in a U.S. datacenter [109]—$0.0733/kWh—to cal-
culate the three-year TCO per core in a LiquidIO NIC and
a host server: the LiquidIO NIC has a three-year TCO of
$38.97 per core, whereas a host server has a three-year TCO
of $163.56 per core. Given that S-NIC increases SoC chip
area by up to 8.89% and power consumption by 11.45%, the
three-year TCO of an S-NIC-extended LiquidIO NIC would
increase to $42.53 per core in the worst case. Thus, S-NIC
decreases a smart NIC’s TCO advantage over a host-based so-
lution by up to 8.37%. The 8.37% number is a rough estimate,
and is sensitive to various factors, like whether a datacenter
operator can purchase NICs more cheaply using bulk dis-
counts. However, the high-level observation is that S-NIC’s
extra security still preserves most of the TCO advantages
conferred by smart NICs.

Sizing a programmable core’s TLB: Table 5 estimates the
number of TLB entries required by a programmable core. To
estimate the appropriate TLB sizes, we profiled themaximum
memory usage of our six evaluation functions (§5.1). For
the Monitor function, we measured flows in the CAIDA
trace every five minutes (as in the UnivMon paper [79]) and
recorded the maximum memory usage. The other functions
had bounded memory usage, even with increasing numbers
of flows.

Table 5 shows the required number of TLB entries under
three page size settings: the Equal setting only allows 2 MB
pages; the Flex-low setting allows page sizes of 128 KB, 2 MB,
and 64 MB; and the Flex-high setting allows page sizes of 2
MB, 32 MB, and 128 MB. Our evaluated NFs typically only
required 13–69 MB memory; thus, to handle most network
functions, a programmable core only needs dozens of TLB
entries. The Monitor function required the most memory
(361 MB) and the most TLB entries (183).

Sizing a virtualized accelerator’s TLB: We profiled the
memory usage of three popular accelerators: a deep packet
inspection (DPI) engine, a data compressor (ZIP), and a stor-
age accelerator (RAID). For DPI, we used a matching graph
with 33K rules, consuming 97 MB of RAM. For ZIP, the com-
pression dictionary was 32KB. For RAID, the SGP buffer size
was 128 MB. Table 7 in Appendix B shows detailed memory
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profiles for each accelerator. Here, we simply note that, if
TLBs only support a 2 MB page size, then a virtualized DPI
engine requires a 54-entry TLB. A virtualized ZIP accelerator
requires 70 entries, but a virtualized RAID unit only needs 5.

Sizing the TLB for a virtual packet pipeline and DMA
controller: A virtual packet pipeline (§4.4) accesses three
buffers:
• a packet buffer (PB) for storing packet data;
• a packet descriptor buffer (PDB) for storing packet meta-
data like the address and length of a packet buffer; and

• an output descriptor buffer (ODB) for storing metadata
about outgoing packets.

On a LiquidIO NIC, these buffer sizes are 2 MB, 128 KB, and 1
MB respectively. Thus, if S-NIC uses the same sizes, a virtual
packet pipeline will require 3 TLB entries.
To manage DMA transfers between a network function

and its host, a DMA engine requires access to the function’s
PB (2 MB), and a DMA instruction queue (which is 256 KB
per SR-IOV function on a LiquidIO NIC). Thus, an S-NIC
DMA engine needs 2 TLB entries per function.

Cost of management-core denylisting and bus arbitra-
tion: As mentioned in Section 4.2, S-NIC implements mem-
ory denylisting via dual page table walks. The hardware-level
costs will be similar to those of EPT [15], which are small.
Section 4.5 explains why the cost for bus arbitration is also
small.

5.3 Performance Costs of Strong Isolation

As mentioned in Section 1, offloading a function to a smart
NIC can improve performance. S-NIC might decrease those
benefits in three ways:
• S-NIC eliminates cache-based side channels by cache par-
titioning (§4.2). Restricting a function’s access to cache
lines might prevent the function’s working set from com-
pletely fitting in the cache.

• S-NIC eliminates bus-based side channels using bus arbi-
tration (§4.5). Arbitration might cause a memory-bound
function to stall more frequently.

• To enforce ownership semantics for RAM (§4.2), S-NIC
puts TLBs in front of accelerators and programmable
cores.

On modern architectures, TLB translations impose negligible
overhead (assuming that there are no TLB misses, which S-
NIC ensures (§4.2 & 4.3)). Thus, S-NIC’s performance costs
arise solely from cache partitioning and bus arbitration.

To evaluate these costs, we used gem5 [16] to simulate an
S-NIC that used static partitioning for the cache and tem-
poral partitioning [119, 122] for the bus. Static partitioning
allocated 1/𝑁 of the cache to each of the 𝑁 functions. Our
simulated NIC had multiple out-of-order, 1.2 GHz ARM cores
that used a two-level cache and 16 GB of 1,600 MHz DDR3
RAM. We configured the core frequency, cache line size, L1
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Figure 5. IPC degradation induced by cache partitioning and bus
arbitration. For each experimental setting, we calculate the median
IPC degradation of a function by running every possible colocation
with other functions, and determining the median IPC decrease;
we also plot 1st and 99th percentile error bars across all possible
colocations.

cache size, and cache associativity and latency tomatch those
of the Marvell smart NIC described in the iPipe paper [76].
Other microarchitectural settings used the gem5 defaults.

Since gem5 does not currently simulate high-speed NICs,
we fed packets directly into RAM and rewrote functions to
directly access packets in memory. Packet streams came from
a pool of 100,000 flows that were uniformly sampled from
the ICTF trace; those traces had a Zipf distribution with a
skewness of 1.1. Before collecting experimental results, we
ran 1 billion instructions to warm microarchitectural struc-
tures like caches and branch predictors. We then collected
experimental data for the next 100 million instructions. We
measured the impact of cache partitioning and bus arbitra-
tion on instructions-per-cycle (IPC), since, for a function
that always has work to do, IPC is directly correlated with
function throughput. IPC degradation was calculated with
respect to the IPC of baseline hardware with the same cache
size and the same degree of function cotenancy, but no cache
partitioning and no bus arbitration.

As shown in Figures 5a and 5b, S-NIC’s performance over-
heads increase as the L2 cache size decreases and the degree
of cotenancy increases. However, network functions that
only examine packet headers are not memory-intensive [61],
so IPC is mostly insensitive to cache size. For example, when
running 2 NFs and using a 4MB L2 cache (equivalent in size
to a Marvell NIC’s L2 cache), the average (median) IPC degra-
dation is 0.24%. When colocating 4 NFs and using 4MB L2
cache, the average (median) IPC degradation is 0.93%, with a
worst (99th percentile) IPC degradation of 1.66%. With 8 NFs,
the average of the median IPC degradation is 3.41%, with a
99th-percentile degradtion of 5.12%.With 16 NFs, the average
is 9.44% with a 99th-percentile degradation of 13.71%. The
firewall, DPI, and NAT functions suffered the worst degrada-
tions due to their larger working sets. Regardless, we believe
that these IPC reductions are acceptable, given the strong
isolation that S-NIC provides.
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6 Related Work

Trusted execution environments: A variety of prior re-
search has investigated hardware support for secure com-
putation [17, 25, 32, 43, 66, 72, 92, 111, 112]. Commercially,
Intel SGX [82] and ARMTrustZone [89] are the most popular
approaches. SGX and TrustZone provide helpful isolation
guarantees. Unfortunately, both platforms are vulnerable to
a variety of side channel attacks due to microarchitectural
co-tenancy of trusted and untrusted code [2, 12, 20, 26, 42, 48,
75, 104, 123]. For example, if a single hyperthreaded physical
core runs secure code on one logical core, and insecure code
on another, side channels arise from contention on the phys-
ical core’s functional units. S-NIC removes such problems
by eliminating microarchitectural co-tenancy.

Unlike SGX and TrustZone, S-NIC does not force a secure
computation to rely on an untrusted OS to perform IO. In
S-NIC, a network function has direct control over a virtual
packet pipeline. The datacenter-provided NIC OS cannot
tamper with the VPP once a function has been launched.

S-NIC also enables fine-grained virtualization of heteroge-
neous components like DPI units. In contrast, SGX focuses
on isolating CPUs and memory. TrustZone allows devices
to be attached to the normal world or the secure world, but
does not provide fine-grained partitioning and side-channel
avoidance at the microarchitectural level.

Host-level network functions: Before the advent of smart
NICs, network functions had to run on the host machine.
xOMB [4], CoMB [102], FastClick [10], and Metron [62]
run all functions in a single process, and provide no iso-
lation. NetVM [54], OpenNetVM [124], ClickOS [80], Hyper-
Switch [100], mSwitch [53], OpenBox [19], and Slick [5] rely
on VMs to isolate different NFs.

NetBricks [94] requires network functions to be written in
Rust; NetBricks takes advantage of Rust-level isolation fea-
tures to prevent functions from tampering with each other’s
state. The SafeBricks extension [98] runs network functions
inside enclaves to protect functions from an untrusted OS.
However, as discussed earlier, SGX enclaves do not solve
important challenges involving side channels, fair resource
allocation, and fine-grained hardware virtualization. Also
note that, even though SafeBricks uses DPDK to enable user-
level networking, a malicious OS can still tamper with IO
traffic; since enclave memory cannot be the target of a DMA
operation, a SafeBricks function must pull packets into nor-
mal memory that is accessible by a malicious kernel.

NIC-accelerated applications: By offloading functionality
to a smart NIC, applications reduce packet copying between
the host and NIC, and leverage optimized hardware accelera-
tors to implement common packet-handling tasks. For exam-
ple, ConsensusBox [60] and NOPaxos [70] offload distributed

systems primitives like atomic broadcast. Incbricks [77] pro-
vides in-network data caching. Eris [69] performs on-NIC
ordering for transactions in a distributed storage system.
To offload functions to a LiquidIO NIC, developers use

programming frameworks like E3 [78], Floem [97], and iP-
ipe [76]. _-NIC [28] supports offloading to a Netronome NIC.
However, these NICs enforce weak memory isolation, and
thus cannot provide hardware-level protections against ma-
licious functions or malicious NIC OSes (§3). _-NIC does
use compiler-emitted guards to restrict a function’s memory
accesses, but if those restrictions are subverted (e.g., via ROP
attacks [101]), all NIC state can be compromised. These NICs
also cannot provide fine-grained, side-channel-free virtu-
alization of a NIC’s resources. S-NIC achieves these goals
using novel hardware-level primitives.

Formal verification: Recent work from the hardware com-
munity has explored whether a processor’s architecture can
be formally verified to be free of side channels [22, 50, 114].
S-NIC hardware is amenable to such analyses, although state-
of-the-art approaches currently have practical limitations
with respect to scalability and completeness. For example,
InSpectre [50] introduces a formal language for modeling a
CPU, and can prove whether a particular CPU design (ex-
pressed in that language) is vulnerable to side channel leak-
age. However, InSpectre’s analyses are restricted to a single
core, and do not provide security guarantees about the actual
RTL implementation of a CPU.

7 Conclusion
S-NIC is a new design for smart NICs. Using a novel hardware
architecture, S-NIC isolates functions at both the ISA level
and the microarchitectural level, enforcing confidentiality,
integrity, and the absence of side channels in the midst of
malicious tenants and malicious datacenter providers. S-NIC
provides minimal degradations in performance and total-
cost-of-ownership, with only modest hardware costs. S-NIC
evaluation code is available at https://github.com/SNIC-
EuroSys24/SNIC.
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APPENDIX
A S-NIC’s Attestation Protocol
Attestation [3, 95, 115, 116] enables a machine to prove to
a remote party that the machine is running a specific piece
of software. Attestation requires the trusted hardware to
sign statements about the software that has been loaded. At
manufacturing time, an S-NIC receives an asymmetric key
pair. This key pair, called the endorsement key pair (𝐸𝐾 ), is
burned into the NIC hardware, along with a certificate for
the public half of the 𝐸𝐾 . The NIC never reveals the private
half to external parties; the certificate for the public part is
signed by the NIC vendor. After a reboot, the NIC generates
a random asymmetric key pair known as the attestation key
pair (𝐴𝐾 ). The NIC stores the private half in a private on-NIC
register, and signs the public half with the 𝐸𝐾 .
Suppose that a remote party wishes to verify that a NIC

is running function 𝐹 . The remote party (i.e., the verifier)
and 𝐹 engage in the following attestation protocol, which is
based on the classic Diffie-Hellman exchange:
• The verifier sends a hellomessage to the NIC. Themessage
contains a verifier-choosen nonce 𝑛.

• 𝐹 generates a random value 𝑥 , and calculates 𝑔𝑥 mod 𝑝 ,
where 𝑔 and 𝑝 are the public Diffie-Hellman parameters.
𝐹 then invokes the nf_attest instruction, passing a pointer
to a memory buffer that contains 𝑔, 𝑝 , 𝑛, and 𝑔𝑥 mod 𝑝 .
The nf_attest instruction uses 𝐴𝐾𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣 to sign the hash of
𝐹 ’s inital state concatenated with 𝑔, 𝑝 , 𝑛, and 𝑔𝑥 mod 𝑝 .

• 𝐹 sends a four-part message to the verifier. The first part
contains𝑔, 𝑝 ,𝑛,𝑔𝑥 mod 𝑝 , and the hash of 𝐹 ’s initial state.
The second part contains the hardware-generated signa-
ture over that state. The third part contains the 𝐴𝐾𝑝𝑢𝑏
signed by 𝐸𝐾𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣 . The final part contains the certificate
for 𝐸𝐾𝑝𝑢𝑏 ; remember that this certificate is signed by the
NIC vendor.

• The verifier receives the response, and checks whether the
hash corresponds to 𝐹 ’s hash, and whether the signature
was generated by a certified S-NIC. The verifier also en-
sures that the signature covers the appropriate nonce; this
prevents replay attacks. If all of the checks succeed, the
verifier picks a random number 𝑦, calculates 𝑔𝑦 mod 𝑝 ,
and sends the latter value to 𝐹 .

• Both sides can then compute the shared symmetric key
𝑔𝑥𝑦 mod 𝑝 .

B Memory Profiling Results
We define the memory utilization ratio (MUR) as the ratio
between the memory size allocated by S-NIC and the actual
memory usage by the NF. Table 6 shows the memory usage
profiles for six NFs. For the Monitor function, we recorded
the maximum memory usage when measuring every five-
minute CAIDA trace (as in the UnivMon paper [79]). The
memory usages of the other functions are bounded, regard-
less of the number of flows. For the specific parameter set-
tings (e.g., number of rules, number of cached flows) of each

NF, please refer to §5.1. Table 7 shows the memory usage
profiles for three hardware accelerators.

(Maximum) memory usage (MB) Estimated # of TLB entries
MUR

Text Data Code Heap&stack Total Equal Flex-low Flex-high
FW 0.87 0.08 2.50 13.75 17.20 11 34 11 100.0%
DPI 1.34 0.56 2.59 46.65 51.14 28 51 13 100.0%
NAT 0.86 0.05 2.49 40.48 43.88 25 37 10 72.3%
LB 0.86 0.05 2.49 10.40 13.80 10 22 10 30.2%
LPM 0.86 0.06 2.51 64.90 68.33 37 23 7 100.0%
Mon. 0.85 0.05 2.48 357.15 360.54 183 46 12 68.3%

Table 6. Memory usage profiles for six NFs. We calculate the num-
ber of TLB entries based on three page-size settings: the Equal
setting which only has 2MB pages; the Flex-low setting with 128KB,
2MB, and 64MB pages; and the Flex-high setting with 2MB, 32MB
and 128MB pages. When allocating pages for a function’s code,
static data, heap, and stack regions, we try to minimize the amount
of wasted memory.

Memory usage (Bytes) Est. # of
TLB entriesIQ PktDB PktB ResB ParaB OutB SGP Graph Dict Total

DPI 256K 128K 2M 2M 256K N/A N/A 97.28M N/A 101.90M 54
ZIP 64K 128K 2M 24K N/A 2M 128M N/A 32K 132.24M 70
RAID 4M 128K 2M N/A N/A 2M N/A N/A N/A 8.13M 5

Table 7. Memory usage profiles for three hardware accelerators.
IQ = instruction queue, PktDB = packet descriptor buffers, PktB
= packet buffers, ResB = result buffers, ParaB = parameter buffers,
OutB = output buffers, SGP = scatter-gather-pointer buffers, Graph
= the state machine graph for rules in DPI, Dict = the dictionary
used in the ZIP data compressor.

C Micro Benchmarks
We conducted several micro-benchmark experiments using
a 10G Marvell NIC with 16 1.2GHz MIPS cores.

Instruction execution latency: To simulate the latency of
nf_launch, nf_attest, and nf_destroy, we wrote code for the
Marvell NIC to simulate each instruction’s activities.We used
the NIC’s security co-processor to accelerate cryptographic
operations. Figure 6 shows the results.
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Figure 6. Instruction execution latency. For all functions, TLB
setup and configuration reading in nf_launch takes almost the same
amount of time: 0.0196𝑚𝑠 on average across NF types. Denylisting
and allowlisting costs are also similar: 0.0044𝑚𝑠 and 0.0038𝑚𝑠 .
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Figure 8. DPI performance vs.
cluster size and frame size.

FW DPI NAT LB LPM Mon.
Mem. prealloc. (MB) 17.20 51.14 43.88 13.80 68.33 360.54
Mem. used (MB) 17.20 51.14 31.72 4.16 68.33 246.31

MURs 100.0% 100.0% 72.3% 30.2% 100.0% 68.3%

Table 8. Memory utilization ratios (MURs).

nf_attest took roughly 5.6𝑚𝑠 and was independent of a
function’s size. For the other instructions, the latency was
dominated by memory-related operations, and thus was
sensitive to function size. For example, for nf_launch, the
SHA digesting of function memory took 29.62𝑚𝑠 for LB,
and 763.52𝑚𝑠 for Monitor. nf_attest spends 5.596𝑚𝑠 on RSA
signing and 0.004𝑚𝑠 on SHA digesting. nf_destroy took 2.11–
54.23𝑚𝑠; memory scrubbing takes 99.99% of the time.

The cost of fixed memory size. S-NIC only allocates a
fixed amount of memory at the launch time of an NF, but
does not have an OS that can dynamically allocate memory
during the lifetime of the NF. This means that we may waste
some memory due to the preallocation. For example, Fig-
ure 7 shows a time series of the memory usage of Monitor
(using a five-minute CAIDA trace). There are several spikes
of the memory usage which are caused by DPDK hugepage

initialization and multiple HashMap resizings. Hugepage ini-
tialization is expensive because DPDK allocates a temporary
normal memory block for storing the hugepage data, and
then writes all that data into the hugepage memory. In total,
S-NIC has to allocate 360.54MB at a minimum, but a dynamic
allocation strategy would only need 246.31MB to handle the
steady-state memory consumption of the NF.
Table 8 shows the memory utilization ratios for six NFs.

For Firewall, DPI, and LPM, preallocation in S-NIC does
not waste any memory. For NAT and Monitor, preallocation
wastes around a third of the memory due to HashMap re-
sizing. For LB, nearly two-thirds of the allocated memory
is wasted because of a large amount of temporary memory
allocated during the DPDK initialization and a relatively
small amount of steady-state memory required by the packet
processing in LB. Overall, these results suggest the mem-
ory savings that would arise from NF-optimized versions of
DPDK and Rust’s standard-library data structures.

DPI thread clustering. S-NIC groups an accelerator’s hard-
ware threads into allocatable clusters with different sizes. We
now study how to properly partition and allocate these clus-
ters to NFs. Figure 8 shows how DPI performance changes
for differently-sized input packets and thread clusters. We
show results for cluster sizes of 16, 32, and 48 because cur-
rent NICs only support clustering threads at a granularity
of 16 threads. To stress-test the DPI accelerator, we use it to
process large packets which are randomly generated on 16
programmable cores without IPSec. Note that 1.5KB is the
maximum size of a standard Ethernet frame, while 9KB is the
maximum size of a jumbo frame. The high-level takeaway
from Figure 8 is that, as packet sizes grow, the per-packet
processing costs increase and a function benefits from access
to more hardware threads.
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